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Higgs	decay	modes
qThe	Higgs	boson	was	first	discovered	in	bosonic	decay	channels.
qStudying	the	coupling	in	fermionic	channels	is	challenging	but	
essential:
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HIGGS	BRANCHING	RATIO
q Direct	measurement	of	

Yukawa	couplings.
q Test	mass-coupling	

relation	predicted	by	
Standard	Model.

q Any	deviation	might	be	
hint	for	new	physics.

q This	talk	will	focus	on	the	
following	fermionic	decay	
channels:
§ H→bb
§ H→ττ
§ H→μμ



Higgs	production	modes

Run 1 Run 2
ggF VBF VH ttH
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qGluon	fusion	(ggF)
qLargest	production	rate.

qVector	boson	fusion	(VBF)
q2	VBF	jets,	low	hadronic	activities	in	between	(except
the region where the Higgs decays).

qAssociated	production	with	a	vector	boson	(VH)
qLeptonic decays	from	W/Z	helps	in	triggering	and	
background	suppression.

qAssociated	production	with	a	pair	of	top	quarks	(ttH)
qUnique	channel	to	study	Higgs	coupling	to	top	quarks.
ØSee	AsmaHadef’s talk	on	ttH coupling	measurement.



H→Leptons	– latest	public	results
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Decay	Channels
Dataset

7 TeV 8	TeV 13	TeV

H→ττ [JHEP	04	(2015)	117]
https://arxiv.org/abs/1501.04943 4.5	fb-1 20.3	fb-1

H→ττ [PRD	93,	092005	(2016)]
https://arxiv.org/abs/1511.08352 20.3	fb-1

H→μμ [PRL	119	(2017)	051802]
https://arxiv.org/abs/1705.04582 36.1	fb-1



H→μμ

5PRL	119	(2017)	051802

36.1	fb-1,	13	TeV

mμμ in	inclusive	signal	region

qClean	signature	but	very	low	S/B	ratio.
qUse a boost decision tree (BDT) to categorize
events and select VBF like events.

qSignal	extracted	by	fitting	the	mμμ spectra	in	
all	categories	simultaneously.

qEvent categorization (8 categories):
qnjet≥2, high BDT score events:

qVBF tight, VBF loose.
qRemaining	events	enter ggF categories.
Split	based	on	pT

μμ and	ημ:
qLow, medium and high pTμμ categories.
qCentral, non-central categories.

VBF
loose

VBF
tight



H→μμ – Results

qNo	significant	excess	observed	 in	data.
qAnalysis	limited	by	data	statistics.

qRun	2	results:
qObserved	upper	 limit:	3.0 x SM.
qExpected upper limit: 3.1 x SM.
qSignal	strength	μ=-0.1±1.5.

qCombined	with	Run	1	(7	and	8	TeV data)::
qObserved	upper	 limit:	2.8	x SM.
qExpected upper limit: 2.9 x SM.
qSignal	strength	μ=-0.1±1.4.

6PRL	119	(2017)	051802

36.1	fb-1,	13	TeV

mμμ in	VBF	tight	category



VBF H→μμ candidate recorded	in	2015
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H→ττ
q3 channels,	based	on	τ decays.

qτlepτlep, τlepτhad, τhadτhad.
q2 categories:	VBF	and	boosted.

qTargeting	VBF,	ggF+j events.
qVH	events	are	also	considered	as	signal.

qDi-tau	invariant	mass	reconstructed	using	
Missing	Mass	Calculator	(MMC)	method.

qBDT	output	as	final	discriminant	to	extract	
signal.

4.5	fb-1,	7	TeV +	20.3	fb-1,	8	TeV

JHEP	04	(2015)	117 8

Significance:
Observed:	4.5σ
Expected:	3.4σ
Evidence	for	H→ττ

Combination	with	CMS	Run	1	data:
5.5σ observed	 (exp.	5.0σ) JHEP	08	(2016)	045



H→ττ
qEvidence for Higgs Yukawa coupling to τ.
qOverall signal strength:

qSignal	strengths	of	different	production	
processes (ggF and VBF+VH) are	determined:
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JHEP	04	(2015)	117

PRD	93,	092005	(2016)

qA similar analysis targeting theVH productionmode,
exploiting the leptonicdecays of the vector boson:
qSignal	extracted	by	fitting	 reconstructed	Higgs	
candidate	mass	distributions.

qData agree with the background expectation
qUpper limit: 5.6	x	SM (exp. 3.5	x	SM)
qSignal strength μ=2.3±1.6



H→bb	– latest	public	results
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Production	Modes
Dataset

8	TeV 13	TeV

ggH,	H→bb Overwhelming	multi-jet	
background

VBF	H,	H→bb	[JHEP	11	(2016)	112]
https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.02181 20.2	fb-1

VBF	H+γ,	H→bb	[ATLAS-CONF-2016-063]
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2206201 12.6	fb-1

VH,	H→bb	[arXiv:1708.03299]	(submitted	to	JHEP)
https://arxiv.org/abs/1708.03299 36.1	fb-1

ttH,	H→bb	[ATLAS-CONF-2016-080]
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2206255 13.2	fb-1

See	Asma Hadef’s talk:
ttH Coupling	Measurement	with	
the	ATLAS	Detector	at	the	LHC



VBF	H,	H→bb
qSearch for H->bb in VBF production mode.
qEvent	topology:

qTwo	central	b-jets	from	Higgs	decay.
qTwo	forward	VBF	jets	close	to	the	beam	line.

qBDT	to	separate	signal	 from	multi-jet	background	using	
VBF	topology, categorize events into 4 signal categories.

qFinal discriminant: invariant mass of the signal b-jets
fromHiggs decay mbb.

qLimited	by	statistics	 in	data	sideband	used	to	determine	
the	background.

20.2	fb-1,	8	TeV

95% C.L. upper limit:
Observed 4.4 x SM
Expected 5.4 x SM

I II III IV

JHEP	11	(2016)	112 11



VBF	H+γ,	H→bb
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qSearch	for	VBF	H->bb	with	an	additional	photon:
üExtra	handler	for	triggering.
üSuppression	of	multi-jet	background.

qDedicated	VBF+γ trigger	to	access	low	mbb sideband.
qBDT	to	separate	signal	 from	multi-jet	background.

qFit	mbb in	3	BDT	regions.
qOnly	a	subset	of	2015+16	data	are	used.

qLimited	by	data	statistics.
qWe	are	updating	the	analysis	with	full	dataset.

low med high

ATLAS-CONF-2016-063

12.6	fb-1,	13	TeV

95%	C.L.	Upper	limit:
Observed:	4.0 x SM
Expected:	6.0 x SM



VH,	H→bb
qMost	sensitive	production	mode	for	H->bb.
qExplore	3	channels,	denoted	by	number	of	
charged	leptons.
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36.1	fb-1,	13	TeV

arXiv:1708.03299

0-lepton
ZH→ννbb

1-lepton
WH→lνbb

2-lepton
ZH→llbb

Z+hf,	W+hf,	ttbar W+hf,	ttbar,	single-top Z+hf,	ttbar



VH,	H→bb	– Analysis	strategy
qSearch	for	H→bb	in	0/1/2-lepton	channels:

qExactly	2	or	3	jets	(≥3	jets	for	2-lepton	channel)
qExactly	2	b-tagged.
qFocus	on	events	with	high	vector	boson	 transverse	momentum	(pTV).

qEvents	further	categorized	according	to	pTV and	jet	multiplicity:
q8	signal	regions	and	6	control	regions.

qBDT	as	discriminant	in	signal	regions
qDedicated	BDT	in	each	signal	region.

qmbb or	yield	as	discriminant	in	control	regions.
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36.1	fb-1,	13	TeV

arXiv:1708.03299



VH,	H→bb	– Run	2	results	(BDT	analysis)
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BDTVH

36.1	fb-1,	13	TeV

arXiv:1708.03299

Compatibility:	75%

Significance:
Observed	3.5σ
Expected	3.0σ
Evidence	of	H->bb

q Compatibility:
q 3	lepton	channels:	10%
q WH	vs	ZH:	75%

q Dominant	uncertainties:
q Signal	modeling
q Monte	Carlo	statistics
q b-tagging	uncertainties



VH,	H→bb	– dijet mass	analysis

qRight	plot:	Dijet	mass	after	subtracting	all	
backgrounds	except	diboson.

qClear	excess	of	data	on	the	right	of	Z→bb	
peak:
qObserved	significance	3.5σ.
qExpected	significance	2.8σ.

qAn	important	validation	of	VH BDT	analysis.

arXiv:1708.03299

36.1	fb-1,	13	TeV
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qUse	mbb as	
discriminant	with	
additional	cuts.



VZ,	Z→bb	validation
qDiboson analysis	targeting	VZ(bb),	which	
has	a	signature	very	similar	to	VH(bb).
qValidate	the	modeling	of	background	and	
the	associated	uncertainties	in	the	VH(bb)	
BDT	analysis.

q5.8σ observation	of	VZ,	Z->bb.
q5.3σ expected.
qIn	good	agreement	with	SM	expectation.

36.1	fb-1,	13	TeV

arXiv:1708.03299 17

Compatibility:	99.8%Compatibility:	88%



VH,	H→bb	– Run	1	+	Run	2	combination

qCombined	the	Run	2	VH	BDT	analysis	with	the	
corresponding	Run	1	analysis.

qSignal	modeling	and	b-jet	energy	scale	uncertainties	
are	correlated	for	the	combined	results.	
qOther	uncertainty	correlations	are	found	 to	have	
negligible	 impact.
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Significance
Observed	3.6σ
Expected	4.0σ
Evidence	of	H->bb

arXiv:1708.03299

Compatibility:	7%



WH→eνbb	(1	lepton)	candidate	recorded	in	2016

b-jet

b-jet

e

ETmiss =	320	GeV

mbb =	124	GeV
pT

V =	450	GeV
19



Summary
qATLAS	is	actively	exploring	the	direct	coupling	of	Higgs	to	fermions.
qSearches	for	H→Leptons:

qObservation	of	H→ττ:
q4.5σ (exp.	3.4σ)	evidence	 in	ATLAS	Run	1	data.
q5.5σ (exp.	5.0σ)	discovery	in	combined	ATLAS	+	CMS	Run	1	data.

qImproved	limits	for	H→μμ with	full	2015+16	data	in	Run	2.
qSearches	for	H→bb:

qStudy	of	VBF production	mode	with	Run	1	data.
qExplore	new	channel	VBF	H+γ in	Run	2	data.
q Evidence	for	H->bb	in	VH production	mode:

q 3.5σ observation	with	full	2015+16	data	in	Run	2.
q 3.6σ observation	in	Run	1	+	Run	2	combination

q2017	data	taking	is	ongoing.
qStay	tuned	for	more	Run	2	results!

20



BACKUP
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H→μμ – Categorization

22PRL	119	(2017)	051802

36.1	fb-1,	13	TeV

q8	analysis	categories.
qBDT	to	select	VBF	like	events:

qVBF tight, VBF loose.
qRemaining	events	enter ggF categories. Split	based	on	pT

μμ and	ημ:
qLow, medium and high pTμμ categories.
qCentral, non-central categories.

Central	muons
pTμμ ≤	15	GeV

Non-central muons
pTμμ ≤	15	GeV

Central	muons
15	GeV	<	pTμμ <		50	GeV

Non-central	muons
15	GeV	<	pTμμ <	50	GeV

Central	muons
pTμμ ≥	50	GeV

Non-central	muons
pTμμ ≥	50	GeV

VBF	tight
BDT≥0.9

VBF	loose
0.7<BDT<0.9

2	VBF
categories

6	ggF categories:
njet<2	or	BDT≤0.7



VH,	H→bb	– Compatibility

23arXiv:1708.03299

Compatibility:	(Run2)	3	channels	10%

Compatibility:	(Run1+Run2)	WH	vs	ZH	34% Compatibility:	Run1	vs	Run2	21%

Cut-based	vs	BDT	analysis



VH,	H→bb
Impact	of	systematics
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qAnalysis	dominated	by	
systematic	uncertainties:
§ signal	modeling
§Monte	Carlo	statistics
§ b-jet	tagging	uncertainties
§ background	modeling

arXiv:1708.03299



ZH→ννbb	(0-lepton)	candidate	recorded	in	2016
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b-jet

b-jet

ETmiss =	294	GeV

mbb =	137	GeV
pT

V =	294	GeV



ZH→μμbb	(2-lepton)	candidate	recorded	in	2016
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b-jetb-jet

μ μ

mbb =	123	GeV
pT

V =	204	GeV

μ utilised in
muon-in-jet
correction


